Estimating Probabilistic Cost and Time Contingency for Residential Building Projects
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Abstract – Many risks are associated with construction industry because of its highly diversified nature. Contingency reserves are designed and added to the project’s estimate to cater for these risks. Different techniques are used worldwide to calculate contingency but unfortunately, Pakistan’s construction industry continues to use the ‘traditional percentage methodology’. In this technique, a pre-set amount, usually 5\% - 10\% of the project’s cost is added to the base cost estimate without identifying and analysing the risks. Time contingency is overlooked in majority of the projects and if considered, it is based on subjective opinion of experts. This predetermined amount of uncertainty denotes the arbitrariness and becomes a reason for cost and time overrun in majority of projects in the country. This research aims to develop a framework that can circumvent this uncertainty by using probabilistic quantitative risk techniques. It proposes a probabilistic model for predicting total cost and duration of the project by translating the effect of risks. Rational contingency reserves for cost and time are predicted using the model by determining risk contingency factors.
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1. Introduction

During planning phase of any construction project, project managers find it extremely challenging to reliably forecast project’s duration and budget at completion for the uniqueness and uncertainty intrinsic to project activities [1], [2]. Effective risk management can help project managers’ control and handle uncertainties in a project [3]. It uses contingency as a tool to abate the consequence of risks on project’s objective [4].

Many authors have worked on the techniques to calculate most probable project’s estimate. Spooner [5] is considered amongst the pioneer who developed probabilistic project’s estimate. Ibbs and Crandall [6] used multi attributed objective function to create a statistical decision making model for risk analysis. Yeo [7] presented an approach of two-tiered contingency allocation for determining probable cost of the project; however, Ranasinghe [8] modified it by allocating the uncertainties to discrete bill item costs. Ballard and Howell [9] worked on assigning a buffer to the project schedule depending on the uncertainty involved. Hassanein and Cherlopalle [10] forecasted the probabilistic project's cost estimate by addressing the uncertainties using fuzzy theory, whereas Jin and Zhang [11] used Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Mak and Picken [12] forecasted project’s contingency for Hong Kong government by identifying, analysing and quantifying project cost risks, on the other hand Hastak and Shaked [13] created a risk evaluation model for international construction projects by using 73 risks factors. Reliability criteria is another technique used for calculating probable duration which states placing contingency with the succeeding activity to keep the activity reliable depending on the risks associated with it [14].

In recent studies, a quantitative model is developed that uses identified risk events or factors to forecast the contingency required for a project [15]–[17]. Touran [18] recommends the use of probabilistic approach to develop a probable estimate; Barraza and Bueno [19] recommend Monte Carlo Simulation, however, Sonmez \textit{et al.} [15] preferred linear regression analysis. Touran [20] emphasized that schedule should be elastic enough to cope with the time risks without negatively affecting the total project duration. Because the schedule variability is dependent on the behaviour of
the activities, time contingency should be estimated by taking into account the uncertainty of respective activity instead of basing on human judgment [21], [22].

Despite various attempts to calculate contingency, overruns remain a perpetual problem in the delivery of projects [23]. Construction industry specifically of Pakistan continues to suffer from cost and time overrun due to its failure to adopt risk management practices. Mostly managers evade the systematic approach of identifying, analysing, and quantifying the risks, using proper statistical knowledge through a subjective approach of adding 10 - 15% to the base cost estimate for contingency [24]. Situation is more alarming in case of time contingency as no valuable consideration is given to this aspect by the construction industry in the country. This results in overruns for projects [25].

The main aim of this study is to develop a probabilistic framework by risk management processes, to estimate cost and time contingency, using data from housing construction projects in Pakistan. This framework is to contribute to the current practices of project estimation in planning phase. It can help considering the uncertainty, instead of relying on human judgement, without any technical or statistical knowledge and with least effort.

2. Research Method

To estimate cost and time contingency, this study uses a comprehensive framework for which traditional and probabilistic cost and time estimation models are developed. Traditional model observes the common practice in the industry for estimation while probabilistic model development is segmented into different phases as per the risk management processes. Primarily, planning is done to define projects and approach taken to identify and evaluate the project risks. Secondly, risks are identified that have their effect on project's objectives. Thirdly, potential consequences of the identified risks are evaluated. Lastly, risk response strategy is designed to help alleviate the effects of identified risks. Comparison of traditional estimate and probabilistic estimate, incorporated with the effect of risks involved, can help in developing cost and time contingency factors, which are required with the base estimate to get most probable estimate.

Housing construction projects are selected for this study due to their simplicity and wide applicability in the construction industry. A total 144 houses are selected in different parts of Rawalpindi and Islamabad in the country. The authors contacted and visited the owners and/or contractors of these 144 projects to conduct interviews and collect data, which include detail design drawings, finishes, total cost and duration, and any uncertain event that occurred during the execution phase.

2.1. Development and Validation of Traditional Cost and Time Estimation Model

Estimates of each of the 144 selected projects are determined by developing a simple Excel based model. Traditional schedule is developed by sequencing the activities of construction of a house and total duration is determined individually using CPM. Cost estimate of each project is developed by collaborating quantities from the quantity take-off sheet, developed for each project from detailed drawings, and rates from the rate analysis sheets. Rates are based on the past eleven years’ item rates data obtained from the Punjab Finance Department's official website.

Project performance is measured by comparing these estimates with the actual cost and duration of the project, using earned value management (EVM) technique by calculating schedule performance index (SPI) and cost performance index (CPI). The graphical representation of SPI for 144 projects is shown in Figure 1(a) and that of CPI in Figure 1(b). These confide that 85% of the projects have SPI less than 0.80; whereas the same number of percentage of projects have CPI less than 0.90. This indicates that more than 85% of projects have cost overrun of minimum 10% of the final cost and are 20% behind the schedule. To cope with this, contingency is introduced to the project’s estimate by identifying the risks involved in the project and calculating their effect.
2.2. Cost and Time Risks Factors

Through interviews of construction professionals, using AHP technique, five (5) risk categories are identified that have significant impact on cost and schedule of housing projects. This research is focused on project’s risks in the execution phase, assuming an ideal case for all other scenarios. The identified risk categories are (1) machine efficiencies, (2) labour efficiencies, (3) material wastages, (4) construction items’ rate and (5) duration of activities.

Cost of equipment is 10 to 30% of total cost of the project and if not properly managed, it can increase the project’s cost considerably [26]. Similarly, labour cost about 30-35% of total project’s cost and loss of labour productivity increases the cost up to 9 - 14% [27]. Subjective opinions from over 80 professionals are taken to determine machine and labour efficiency in the construction industry of Pakistan by questionnaire survey. Effective and comprehensive responses are gathered and using @RISK as the simulation tool, best distribution is fitted over the collected responses to get probabilistic mean and standard deviation of the efficiency of machine and labour force involved in the project.

During project execution, materials’ wastage rate is generally higher than planned, which results into increased cost. Expert opinion approach is used to determine the wastage rate for construction materials. Twenty-five (25) experts are interviewed and triangular distribution in @RISK is fitted over the responses to determine the most probable wastage rate.

The experts regard fluctuation in construction items’ rates as the major reason for cost overrun during the risks identification interviews. Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) price adjustment formula is available, but only applicable for projects with over one-year duration. Since most of the housing projects have duration less than a year, therefore this formula is not used. To cater for this risk, effect of time on construction items is studied for which prices are collected from the Punjab Finance Department for past eleven years. Construction price index (CPIn) is established for individual item on quarterly basis, by selecting a base item price. If, across two times tb (time of the base price) and ti (time for which CPIn is determined), the same quantity of goods or services are sold, but under different prices, then CPIn is given as equation (1) [28].

$$\text{CPIn} = \frac{p_{x,t}Q_{x,t}}{p_{x,t_b}Q_{x,t_b}}$$

Where, Pxt denotes the price of x in period t, Qxt denotes the quantity of x sold in period t. CPIn is calculated for past 11 years to determine the future cost scenarios of the project.

Duration of 39 different activities of the housing projects is determined by interviewing twenty-seven (27) professionals. PERT distribution in @RISK is fitted over the responses collected and probabilistic mean and standard deviation are calculated.

2.3. Development of Probabilistic Cost and Time Estimation Model

Probabilistic schedule is prepared by sequencing the activities contingent to dependency and relationship with the preceding activities. By simulating the project, using Monte Carlo Simulation technique in @RISK, probable project duration (PPD) is evaluated (Eq. 2).
Where, \( PDi = \) Simulated probable duration of activities lying on critical path. Simulated probable duration (\( PDi \)) is a function of duration (\( Di \)) of that activity with ‘PERT’ distribution and efficiency of labours and machines with probability distributions used in that activity.

Total project cost (\( TPC \)) is predicted by summing the simulated probabilistic cost of each activity in the project (\( ACa \)) (see Eq. 3).

\[
TPC = \sum_{a=1}^{z} ACa
\]

Where, \( ACa = Cost of all activities in the project. \)

Cost of each activity depends on the probabilistic rate, which is calculated by multiplying the quantities (labour, material, and machinery) used with rate, growth factor, and efficiency in case of material & labour, and wastages in case of material. Growth factor is predicted by extrapolating the CPI values to measure the inflation individually for all items.

3. Results and Analysis

The developed probabilistic model allows analysis of a wider continuum of data by using Monte Carlo Simulation and @RISK as the simulation tool. Using 4,000 iterations, simulations are run over uncertainties of the identified risks categories in the model and probabilistic estimates were developed for every project. SPI and CPI of all the projects is calculated, graphical representation of which is shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b). The graph indicates that SPI of 80% of the projects is more than 0.97, which suggests an error of less than ±3.0 %. Similarly, CPI of 70% of the projects is greater than 0.96, which indicates an error of less than 4% in the calculated total cost.

Comparison of traditional and probabilistic project cost estimates determines cost contingency factors that is the required contingency to cope with risks involved. Cost contingency factors are estimated for different time lags between planning and year of actual construction. By best fitting the values obtained for cost contingency factors, cost contingency graphs for three different house sizes are developed for time lag from zero to 5 years (see Figure 3). The graphs show that as the time lag between planning and the actual execution increases, the cost contingency increases. It also reveals that cost contingency is directly proportional to the size of the project.
Time contingency factor is obtained by calculating the difference between the duration predicted traditionally and probabilistically. For determining probabilistic time contingency with respect to the covered area of a project, the factor is plotted on a graph with contingency in days on y-axis and covered area of the building on x-axis. By best fitting a line on factors of 144 projects, a time contingency graph is developed for determining the time contingency with respect to the covered area (see Figure 4).

4. Discussion

This research focuses on improvement of contingency calculation techniques for housing projects. Many field experts prefer to use deterministic or traditional technique for contingency calculation that involves usage of a single crisp value, because of its simplicity and ease in application [29]. This research shows the flaws of this approach which are consistent with the views of various researches [12], [29], [30].

Several authors have already proposed a range of other probabilistic approaches for contingency calculation, which include decision tree analysis [31], [32] and fault tree analysis [33], [34]. Various researchers [35], [36] have adopted probabilistic approach using “failure mode and effect analysis” and “system dynamics”. Furthermore, a number of authors advocate that a contingency model, that uses a fuzzy arithmetic technique for determining contingency, provide accurate results [30], [37]. In the past, numerous ways to conclude cost contingency have also been introduced, such as Artificial Neural Network [11], [38], Belief Network [39], [40] and linear regression [2], [15], [41].

Majority of these researches reckons statistical and scientific understanding from the user, whereas many construction personnel do not have any arithmetical knowledge, thus becoming a major restraint. This study has presented a contingency value, instead of suggesting a technique for calculation, to be added to the estimated value by looking through the graphs (Fig. 3 & 4). This research thus becomes the first of its kind giving probabilistic contingency values with the same ease of the subjective approach, but with much greater accuracy.

It is, however, valuable to consider these points: 1) Many known and unknown parameters affect the project’s objective. This work considers top ranked project’s risks in the execution phase; 2) The results are for residential projects but the probable technique of this study and its results can be tracked for further research.
5. Concluding Remarks
This research develops a simulated probabilistic estimate by identifying the risks involved and translating their effect on the project’s estimate. The paper illustrates by calculating CPI and SPI (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) that estimates developed probabilistically offer more precise outcome as compared to the traditional estimates. Probabilistic cost contingency obtained demonstrates that contingency varies with the project type, size, and duration (see Fig. 3). As the size and duration of the project changes, the contingency associated with it, also changes. Probable time contingency helps in providing a more probable timeline of the project, which also escalates with the increase in the size of the project. The findings of this research can help construction professionals in making informed decisions in the planning phase. The graphs put forth for calculating contingency can assist construction professionals, who have little statistical knowledge for accurately predicting well-informed and precise project estimate. The graphs developed have eased the path to certainty of the project.
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